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The Sociology of Nazism:
Social Class or Market Interests?
William Brustein
Uniyersity of Minnesota
There appears to be a growing consensus among social
scientists that class-based models of political behavior no
longer offer an accurate explanation of political behavior
(e.g. voting). Inglehart (1987) posits that there is a
tendency in political behavior for postmaterialist motiva
tions to supplant economic self-interests or class-based
motivations as advanced industrial society emerges.
Inglehart adds that whereas at one time the politics
centering on ownership of the means of production that
engendered class-based polarization between a working
class and a middle class were salient, that is no longer the
case in present day advanced industrial societies.
Inglehart may or may not be correct about the motiva
tions of voters in contemporary advanced industrial
societies but implicit in his argument about political
behavior is an assumption that class-based models pro
vided explanatory value of political behavior in earlier
historical periods. Inglehart’s assumption is indeed
consistent with the claims of Lipset and others (Lipset
1981; Minkenberg 1992; Weakliem 1993) who observe
that the rise of industrial capitalism and democracy
resulted in social class replacing religion as the strongest
predictor of voting behavior.
What is the class-based model of political behavior?
Marx (1959) employed the concept of class to demarcate
groups in terms of their location within the productive
process. While Marx realized the presence of many
subclasses he concentrated on the emergence within
different historical epochs of two opposing classes-

opposing by virtue of their relationship to the means of
production. Within the bourgeois or capitalist mode of
production Marx identified the nonowning working class
or proletariat and the owning middle class or bourgeoisie.
For Marx, individuals’ social class stood for more than
their location within the productive process; Marx be
lieved that people’s social being, that is, their social
outlook, values, beliefs, and behavior were all shaped by
their social class. As individuals within a class began to
recognize their common socioeconomic interests and
became determined to change or defend them, they
affiliated with political parties or organizations that they
perceived reflected their common or (class) interests
(Marger 1987, p. 35). This kind of political behavior
came to be referred to as class-based. On the other hand,
individuals within a class who failed to vote for or join
their class party were seem to as possessing a "false
consciousness."
However, traditional class-based models fail to capture
the complexity of individuals’ material interests and,
consequently, their political behavior. People’s relation
ship to the means of production (class) is a necessary hut
not sufficient determinant of their political behavior;
individuals’ political preferences are also largely shaped
by additional structural locations. Following Weber, the
Marxist class or economic model of political behavior
ignores a person’s relationship to the marketplace (Collins
1986, pp. 132-38; Kerbo 1991, pp. 110-11). In my usage
{Continued on page three)
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Sociology of Nazism (from page one)
of marketplace, I refer to the forms of economic produc
tion in which individuals are engaged and the extent to
which these forms are market-oriented and profitable, i.e.,
produce a surplus. My argument is that individuals’
market location plays as important a role in shaping their
political choices as does their social class.
In previous writings I demonstrated the utility of
market interests in explaining regional variation in peasant
participation in anti-state rebellion in France, Spain, and
England between 1500 and 1700 (Brustein 1985; Brustein
and Levi 1987), the persistence of rightwing voting
patterns in Western France and leftwing patterns in
Mediterranean France (Brustein 1988a), and regional
variation in support of interwar fascist movements in
Belgium and Italy (Brustein 1988b; Brustein 1991). As an
alternative to a class-based explanation, in forthcoming
research I will attempt to demonstrate the appropriateness
of market interests as an explanation of the social origins
of the Nazi Party joiners between 1925 and 1933 (Brustein
1996).
The reigning class-based theory of Nazism holds that
German Nazism was a reaction of the German
lower-middle class (independent artisans, shopkeepers,
farmers, and white-collar employees) to the growing
influence of big labor and big business in Germany.
Lipset (1981) posits that associated with every social class
or stratum is an extremist form of political expression:
Communism or Peronism in the working class, traditional
authoritarianism in the upper class, and fascism or Nazism
in the lower-middle class.
For proponents of the
lower-middle class thesis of Nazism the strain from the
processes of concentration and centralization of production
resulting from the late 19th and early 20th century
modernization in Germany was primarily responsible for

this class’ embrace of Nazism. However, individual-level
data on Nazi Party joiners collected from the Nazi Party’s
official Masterfile reveal that the Nazi Party was not
strictly a lower-middle class party but instead a catchall
party gaining adherents from all social classes. Moreover,
in terms of support for the Nazi Party the data demon
strate significant intraclass variation. For example,
although independent German grape growers and livestock
farmers owned property, some blue-collar workers held
jobs in export-oriented industries (e.g. chemicals and
electrotechnical), and others held jobs in domestic-oriented
industries (e.g. foodstuffs, construction, and woodwork
ing), these groups frequently held divergent views on
important issues like fi^ee trade and tariffs. That the Nazi
Party during the Weimar period consistently presented
itself as the anti-free trade and pro-protectionist party
explains why some groups more than o&ers adhered to the
party. Indeed many livestock farmers and domestic sector
industrial workers opposed free-trade and were more
likely to join the Nazi Party, while many wine-producing
farmers and export sector industrial workers favored free
trade and were less likely to join the Nazi Party (Brustein
1996). That the Nazi Party recruited successfolly across
all social classes and that particular groups within specific
social classes diverged significantly with respect to joining
the Nazi Party point to obvious weatoesses in a
class-based explanation of Nazi Party joiners.
A market-interest model of political behavior should
provide important explanatory keys to other kinds of
comparative issues of political development. For in
stance, among the three strands of late 19th century U.S.
populism, the trans-Mississippi movement has been the
focus of much attention, largely because of the electoral
successes of this movement during the 1890s. A mar
ket-interest model may help explain the phenomenal
(Continued on page four)
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regional success of the Populist party in North and South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas and its electoral failure in
Iowa, Illinois, and Wisconsin. Similarly, a market-interest
model of political behavior may have utility as an explana
tion of popular participation in revolutionary struggles.
By way of illustration, the market-interest model should
offer clues to why in 1905 and 1917 the highest frequency
of peasMt attacks on Russian gentry property occurred in
the Central Agricultural/Middle Volga region of Russia
while few antiseigneurial outbreaks took place in south
western Russia, especially in Bessarabia and the southern
counties of the Chernigov and Mogiliev provinces.
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